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                Enjoy Free Supplement Travel Cases when you subscribe to Morning & Night. T&Cs apply.

                
                
                
              



          
                Enjoy Free Supplement Travel Cases when you subscribe

                *Get a free set of Supplement Travel Cases when you purchase a Morning & Night supplement subscription. Offer ends at 11.59pm BST, Tuesday 30th April, 2024. Free gift available with new Morning & Night supplement 4 week or 12 week subscription purchases only and is not available with an existing subscription order. Free gift will be added to the order automatically and no code is required. Strictly one gift per order, subject to availability, while stocks last. The free gift cannot be substituted for any other item, cash or credit. If a customer wishes to return their order, the free gift must be returned also. This offer may not be used in combination with any other promotions or any products which are already discounted. We reserve the right to cancel any order due to ineligible use of this offer.
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  What sets Lumity apart?
Lumity’s clinically proven Morning & Night supplement is uniquely formulated to support healthy ageing - empowering you to look and feel your absolute best, every day.
01. An Innovative Morning & Night Formula
The dual formula is designed to align with your body's natural circadian rhythm - delivering the right nutrients at the right time. The Morning softgels target the energetic awake cycle of your day, and the Night softgels target the regenerative and repair qualities of your sleep cycle.
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  INCREASED ENERGY AND FOCUS

  
  
Zinc, Iodine, Selenium, Omega 3s and Amino Acids

  



                      
                        
                        
                        
                        

  HEALTHY SKIN, HAIR & NAILS

  
  
Biotin, Vitamins A, D & C, Selenium, Omega 3s and Amino Acids

  



                      
                        
                        
                        
                        

  HORMONAL BALANCE

  
  
Selenium and Iodine

  



                      
                        
                        
                        
                        

  INCREASED MENTAL PERFORMANCE

  
  
Pantothenic Acid
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  HEALTHY IMMUNE SYSTEM

  
  
Vitamins A, C & D Selenium, Vitamin B9, Flaxseed Oil, Folate and Zinc
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  HEALTHY DIGESTIVE HEALTH AND METABOLIC SUPPORT

  
  
Sage

  



                      
                        
                        
                        
                        

  PROTECTION AGAINST OXIDATIVE STRESS

  
  
Vitamin C & E, Selenium, Zinc, Coenzyme Q10 and Turmeric (root) Extract
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  BETTER QUALITY SLEEP
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  CELLULAR REPAIR & REGENERATION DURING SLEEP

  
  
Lysine, Cysteine HCI and Arganine

  



                      
                        
                        
                        
                        

  STRONGER JOINTS, MUSCLES AND TEETH
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  INCREASED PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE

  
  
Taurine
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  02. Lumity Customers You May Know...
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          Ruby Hammer, MBE
           
        
        Celebrity Makeup Artist

        
        @rubyhammer 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "I have been taking Lumity Life for years now... it is an amazing holistic system for your inner and outer beauty and health. Taking care of your hair, skin and nails as well as supporting my immune system, muscles, bones and joints. I take 3 pills in the morning and 3 at night and feel great, even at the tail end of menopause!"
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Martha Ward
           
        
        Fashion Editor Condé Nast Traveller

        
        @marthaward 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "Not only do they look incredibly chic on my shelves, they’re also making me feel and look rather marvellous! Radiant and certainly things are growing at high speed - I am about 10 days in."
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Savannah Miller
           
        
        International Fashion Designer

        
        @savannahmiller 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "I was astonished by how effective it was on a physical level. I couldn't believe how quickly my nails and hair responded and my eyes got brighter. It is a one-stop shop for everything you need... particularly as you age, things do need more support like your bone density starts to weaken and your skin elasticity starts to degenerate . All of this is supported by this formula."
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Helena Christensen
           
        
        International Supermodel

        
        @helenachristensen 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "I love that Lumity is a low-commitment health and beauty secret that meets women where they are in their lives. Lumity supports your overall beauty routine - It makes everything you're currently doing work more effectively. It doesn't require a lifestyle overhaul but instead gives the extra energy support we need to do all the things we set out to do each day."
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Wendy Rowe
           
        
        Celebrity Makeup Artist & Nutritionist

        
        @wendyrowe 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "These help your body to function 24/7. The morning capsules have Vitamins C and E, zinc and selenium to protect against oxidative stress. The night ones have omega-3 and amino acids to support skin and hair health"
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Val Garland
           
        
        Celebrity Make-up Artist & Vogue Contributing Beauty Editor

        
        @thevalgarland 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "I've been taking these Lumity pills which Kate Moss put me onto they are very good for your hair, face and skin. I don't know what they do, but I'm buying into the magic of it."
          
        

        
        Morning and Night customer
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          Chioma Nnadi
           
        
        Head of Editorial Content - British Vogue

        
        @nnadibynature 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              Lumity is great for keeping your skin and hair looking healthy in addition to boosting your energy levels — win-win, as far as I’m concerned.
          
        

        
        Morning & Night Female Supplement
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          Mika Simmons
           
        
        Actress, Filmmaker & Women's Activist

        
        @missmikasimmons 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "As soon as I started taking the Night supplements (packed with magnesium) - I immediately noticed I was sleeping deeper and waking up in the morning feeling properly rested and looking radiant. I’ve noticed a vast difference in my energy from the day time supplements, plus they are simply magic for hair and nails. So clever to match the ingredients to what women need most at the start and end of each day."
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Mary Greenwell
           
        
        Celebrity Makeup Artist

        
        @marygreenwell 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "I’ve been using Lumity morning and Night supplements for a number of years now and I can honestly say I have seen a huge overall improvement whilst taking them. Most notably in the appearance of my skin. Glowing hydrated and supple creating the ideal base for applying make-up. My industry friends love them too, they are easy to take and the benefits are like nothing else!"
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Pandora Paloma
           
        
        Quantum Transformation and Business Coach

        
        @pandorapaloma_ 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "I can’t tell you how many people have told me I’m glowing since I’ve started using Lumity. And I can see it myself too. My skin and eyes are brighter, my energy levels higher and my body feels healthier. As someone who works in the self development industry I know how important it is to look after your body; I always say ‘body first, mind follows’ and with using Lumity I know I’m giving my body everything she needs to thrive."
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Kirsty Gallacher
           
        
        TV Presenter & Model

        
        @gallacherkirsty 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "Lumity has been amazing when it comes to my overall health and wellness. I’m obsessed!I’ve seen very noticeable improvements in the appearance and feel of my hair, skin and nails. I also have much more energy than I did before, and my sleep has improved drastically! I feel healthier, radiant and more energetic, and I put this down to Lumity."
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Nadine Baggott
           
        
        Beauty Industry Expert

        
      

              "My hormone doctor recommended them to me for good quality sleep and improved energy and, I must say, they’re working brilliantly."
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Millie Mackintosh
           
        
        TV Personality

        
        @milliemackIntosh 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "I don’t like taking multiple tablets and this one has all the vitamins, minerals and amino acids I need to keep my skin, hair, bones and nails healthy."
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Susie Amy
           
        
        Actress

        
        @susieamy 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "I've been a Lumity customer for the last 6 months now. I've been away working and while I'm away I don't always get the sleep that I need, or indeed the food that I need. So it's been really nice taking something that I know has everything that I need to recover overnight, and everything I need for a good boost during the day"
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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          Georgia Zaris
           
        
        Actress

        
        @georgia_goes_grey 
      
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

        
      

              "I have been taking Lumity since 2016. I can’t recommend them enough. Lumity has helped me through Cancer and now is helping me with menopause. My hair, nails, skin, energy, immune system and my overall sense of well being has improved since I started taking them. I know they work because I stopped taking them for four months and noticed the difference. Don’t take my word for it, give them a try."
          
        

        
        Morning & Night customer
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  03. Clinically Tested, Published Results
Lumity commissioned an independent, placebo-controlled, double-blind clinical study conducted on 50 women aged 35-65 over 12 weeks. Results were recorded at 0, 4, 8 and 12 weeks and the full trial report was published in the The Journal of Clinical Aesthetic Dermatology.
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              92%
noticed improved skin with fewer lines and wrinkles and increased hydration, glossy hair and strong nails.

              

            
            
              88%
that they felt more alert.

              

            
            
              84%
reported had more energy, better sleep and fewer instances of waking up throughout the night

              

            
            
              84%
reported improved emotional balance.

              

            
            
              84%
reported increased immunity with fewer colds during the 12 weeks.
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  04. Life-Changing Benefits
RECOMMENDED BY THE #LUMITYCOLLECTIVE
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India Cardona, Creator & Curator
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Thandi Maqubela, Legal Director
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WeAreTwinset, Bloggers
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Pia Grace, Blogger
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Pascale Banks, Digital Creator
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Kavita Mehta, Fashion Stylist
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Sam Preston, Fashion Stylist
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Dr Harper, Perimenopause Doctor
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Rosie Lai, Journalist
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Jo Good, Broadcaster
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Ruth, Blogger
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Lisa Ing, Lawyer
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Ayesha Amato, Digital Creator
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Brooke Baevsky, Celebrity Private Chef
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05. More Effective than Powders & Capsules





              
                
                
                
                
benefits of Lumity softgels 

                
                
                  
                    
      
    No fillers or bulking agents


                    
      
    Easy to swallow


                    
      
    Softgels keeps nutrients fresh and stable
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    Gentle on stomach


                    
      
    Super bioavailable


                    
      
    Houses an oil-based formula for added nutrition
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Hardshell capsules

                      
                    
                      
                        
      
    Can cause stomach upset



                        
      
    Degrades easily



                        
      
    Often contains fillers
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    Limited bioavailability



                        
      
    Hard to swallow



                        
      
    Absorbs more slowly



                      

                    

                  

                

                  
                    
                      
                      
                      
Powder Supplements 

                      
                    
                      
                        
      
    Can cause stomach upset



                        
      
    Degrades easily - light and air sensitive 



                        
      
    Messy to use
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    Limited bioavailability



                        
      
    Often contains artificial fillers & added sugars



                        
      
    Absorbs more slowly



                      

                    

                  

                

          

        
      

    

  


    
      06. Refillable, Recyclable, Reusable

              
[image: ]Our products and ingredients are never tested on animals. Our Skincare range is Leaping bunny certified.




            

              
[image: ]We source the highest quality, naturally derived ingredients, all of which go through a rigorous testing and quality assurance process. 




            

              
[image: ]We believe in minimal waste. All of our packaging is refillable or recyclable. Our travel cases are designed to stand the test of time. 




            



    

  



  
    
        SHOP OUR RANGE
SupplementsSkin CareAccessories


        
                  [image: Morning & Night Female Supplement]
Morning & Night Female Supplement

          
        




[image: Morning & Night Male Supplement]
Morning & Night Male Supplement
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Restful Nights
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                  [image: Skin Nutrients Facial Oil]
Skin Nutrients Facial Oil
      
        Sale price£65




[image: Skin Nutrients Body Oil]
Skin Nutrients Body Oil
      
        Sale price£75




[image: Skin Nutrients 4-in-1 Cleanse]
Skin Nutrients 4-in-1 Cleanse
      
        Sale price£60
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                  [image: Supplement Travel Cases]
Supplement Travel Cases
      
        Sale price£21




[image: Jade Facial Roller]
Jade Facial Roller
      
        Sale price£25




[image: Copper Body Brush]
Copper Body Brush
      
        Sale price£35
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        [image: ]At Lumity, we're driven by our mission to improve people’s lives through nutrition, and we do our best to contribute positively to our world and community. We’re very proud to be one of just a handful of supplement companies that have received the B Corp accreditation, and we will strive to consistently make choices that make a positive impact, and inspire our community.



    
  

  

    
  @Lumitylife
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              Enjoy 15% off your fist order
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Discover
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Support
	
                            +44 800 652 8678
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